
NRT: NRT provides kiosks for ticket redemption and ATM transactions.

MGT: MGT is a marketing kiosk and software supplier.  Their system will allow us to perform e-drawings as 
well as allow players to manage their Players Club accounts.

Cummins Allison: Cummins is a provider of currency and money counting machines. Cummins piece 
counters allow for counting up to 1600 notes per minute and their MPS count room system allows 1000 
notes and ticket to be processed counted and photographed per minute.

Genesis Bravo: The BRAVO Pit system is designed for player ratings and pit management.  All ratings and 
management functions are entered and tracked electronically (paperless).  The data is entered, stored and 
displayed in our Deal Watch and Pit Watch Monitor Programs.  The system is designed to handle multiple 
casinos and can exchange data with any player tracking program currently being used. 

Aristocrat OASIS: OASIS is a provider of Slot Accounting Systems that also handles Player Tracking and 
Surveillance Monitoring of casino floors.

Daktronics: Daktronics is a provider of digital signage and content control systems.

MicroStrategy: MicroStrategy supports a full range of analytic functionality, from business dashboards to 
statistical analysis and data mining

Quintron: Quintron is a provider of access control systems for ultra-secure environments including casino 
operations and government/military locations. 

SmartReg: SmartReg is a provider of driver’s license scanners. 

Morse Watchman: Morse Watchman is a provider of electronic keybox solutions.  Their keyboxes can be 
setup to allow access by PIN #, access cards, biometrics or any combination of the three.  

Micros: Micros is a provider of point of sale systems for all needs including restaurant, bar and retail 
operations.

Newave: Newave is a supplier of compliance software that assists in Title 31 as well as in handling year-end 
tax filing with FinCEN.

William Ryan Group: William Ryan Group casino dispatch systems allow for the casino floor to be more 
efficiently run. 

Indigo Vision: Indigo Vision is a manufacturer of complete IP video security solutions.

Agilysis (LMS): Agilysis’ Lodging Management System is a producer of property management software 
which touches every aspect of hotel operations including reservations, accounting and housekeeping.

VSR: VSR is a provider of slot bases and high security locks.

JCM: JCM manufactures bill validation systems.

Future Logic: Future Logic is a supplier of slot ticket printers.
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Gasser: Gasser produces casino seating.

Slot‐Tickets: Slot-Tickets provide high quality tickets designed for all TITO coinless slot machines.

SHFL: SHFL is a provider of table game card shufflers and chip sorters.

First American Bankcard Inc: FABI Cash is a national provider of ATM’s, credit card cash advance and 
check cashing services.

Loomis: Loomis is a leading cash handling service.  Loomis provides cash processing and secure 
transportation for any volume of cash.

Gaming Partners International: GPI is a leading provider of table game equipment worldwide.  GPI 
provides casino currency, table games furniture, table layouts, cards, dice, and table accessories such as 
shoes and buttons. 

Aristocrat: Aristocrat is a slot machine vendor.

Konami: Konami is a slot machine vendor.

WMS: WMS is a slot machine vendor.

IGT: IGT is a slot machine vendor.

Bally’s: Bally’s is a slot machine vendor.

Multimedia Gaming: Multimedia Gaming is a slot machine vendor.
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